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Note, identifying statements have been redacted to ensure privacy of submissions.  

 

Submission number 1 

Our club, Mansfield & District Flyfishers Club, has on numerous occasions in recent times discussed 

the Recreational Fishing Licence arrangements and provided input into the recent examination and 

assessment of the system.  We support the current periodic re-evaluation and review of the scheme 

and the formulation of a strategic plan to take us over the next ten years. 

Having ezamined the Marsden Jacob Review of the system as presented in December 2019 we 

express our support for the overall recommendations of the report. 

The Draft Strategic Plan 2021-2031,as we read it, appears to be endorsing the objectives and 

priorities of the scheme as it currently exists and as it has been performing in recent times. While 

this may be reasonably satisfactory overall it perhaps however fails to seize the opportunity to 

address some of the concerns and recommendations expressed in the Marsden Jacob Review. In 

particular there could be improvements introduced in the transparency and performance measuring 

of the RFLTA Grants Scheme.  While an Annual Report and Audit may be presented to government 

these do not seem to be readily and easily available to the angler community. 

Another issue raised quite extensively in the MJ reoort is the appropriateness of providing 

RFLTA funds to government and semi government bodies exempllified with those funds granted for 

the Target One Million project. This project is one promoted by the Victorian Government and not at 

all initiated by the recreational fisher community and which an objevtive, if ever achieved, of 

questionable benefit to the angler community or, indeed, our fisheries as well. 

Whilst it may well be claimed these grants are intended for, and being directed to, fisheries 

enhancement measures clearly there is greater transparency and greater to measure the 

performance of funds granted directly to yhese same fisheries improvements than by way of grants 

to projects the objective of which will be measured by a quite different criteria. 

Similarly the availability of RFLTA finds to semi government bodies,such as CMAs,for example, either 

directly or indirectly, is questionable. Again while the activity involved may be seen as beneficial to 

our fisheries such as habitat or revegetitation works at issue is transparency and performance 

measurement quite apart from that of the appropriatness of these bodies having access to these 

funds as an alternative to using their own internal funding avenues. 

Whilst we express these reservations which have been similarly featured in the Marsden Jacob 

REport and the Draft Strategic Plan our club does ebdorse overall yhe Plan as presented. 

Graham Godber 

Acting Secretary 

Mansfield & District FlyFishers Club 

 



Response to submission number 1 

Thank you for taking the time to provide a submission on the Draft Strategic Plan. 
 
Regarding transparency and performance measuring of the RFLTA Grants Scheme, a report is 
provided to the Victorian Parliament regarding the RFLTA annually (for the last 20 years), which 
provides transparency and performance measuring of all aspects including the grants scheme. These 
reports have been publicly available to the angling community at the following website: Recreational 
Fishing Grants Program - VFA. Within the webpage, the 'Licence Fees at Work' links list the large and 
commissioning grants funded each year.  
 
In addition to the report to Parliament, the VFA communicate how RFL funds are spent through a 

variety of other platforms to the angling community, including: 

• Webpages: Your fishing licence fees at work - VFA, More native fish habitat for box creek      

• Newsletters: Celebrating 20 Years of RFL 

• Recreational fishing magazines (around 5 magazines, 6-8 ads per year, three examples 

attached below) 

• Social media 

• Nibbles (Fish-e-fax) newsletter 

• Media releases 

• Print media such as the Weekly Times. 

Regarding the contribution of RFLTA funds to the implementation of the Target One Million initiative 

to grow participation and provide more fishing opportunities, in the last few years, significant 

improvements have been made in the Report to Parliament to explain how RFLTA funding has been 

spent and what outcomes have been achieved. For example, in 2019-20, the RFLTA contribution to 

Target One Million resulted in outcomes for recreational fishing including improved access, fish 

stocking, events and engagement, the Go Fish Vic app, and the rock lobster tagging program. 

To improve the RFL Strategic Plan in response to these comments, we have strengthened wording 

regarding the strategy to effectively communicate with every recreational fisher to: ‘Provide clear, 

transparent and accessible communications to recreational fishing licence holders and the broader 

community on promotion of purchasing an RFL, RFL investment decisions and outcomes on those 

investments’. 

It’s worth noting that the RFL Strategic Plan also includes an objective to ‘Uphold best practice, 

accountable and transparent systems of management’ with strategies to achieve this objective 

including: 

• Continue to ensure best practice governance and reporting of RFL Trust activities publicly 

• Institute a system of continuous improvement of the implemented management systems 

Thank you again for your submission. 

 

https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/recreational-fishing-grants-program
https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/recreational-fishing-grants-program
https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/fishing-licence/your-fishing-licence-fees-at-work
https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/recreational-fishing-grants-program/more-native-fish-habitat-for-box-creek
https://vfa.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/662414/RFL-20YR-NEWSLETTER-FINAL-EDITION.pdf


 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 



Submission number 2 

Hi Michelle, 
 
I have fully read the plan and I must say I am impressed and totally support the Draft. 
 
It covers all I would expect and (happily) there's very little I could add to it. 
 
Overall it's a great vision for the recreational fisher communities in Victoria. 
 
My General Manager has also gone over it and she was equally impressed. 
 
I thanks you for your courtesy and the opportunity to input. 
 
Can you let me know when it is OK to circulate as I would like to publish it in Freshwater Fishing 
magazine and FISHER magazine. 
 
Truly 
 
Bill 
 

 

Response to submission number 2 

Thank you for taking the time to provide a submission on the Draft Strategic Plan. 

We would be delighted to have the RFL Strategic Plan published through your platform. 

Thank you again for your submission. 


